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Abstract
Most efforts aimed at reducing the costs of video-on-
demand services have focussed on reducing the cost of
distributing the top ten to twenty videos by broadcasting
them in a periodic fashion rather than waiting for indi-
vidual requests.  Unfortunately nearly all existing VOD
broadcasting protocols require client set-top boxes (STB)
to include enough local storage to store up to 55 percent
of each video being viewed.  Here we present a novel
VOD broadcasting protocol that does not make that
demand.  Our Dual Broadcasting protocol can
accommodate clients who do not have any storage device
in their STB while providing a much lower maximum
waiting time to customers whose STB includes a disk
drive.  We also discuss two possible extensions to this
new protocol.  One of them is aimed at reducing the
bandwidth requirements of the protocol while the other
extends the functionalit y of the VOD service by
providing reverse and fast forward controls.

Keywords: video-on-demand, pay per view, broadcasting
protocols, harmonic broadcasting, pagoda broadcasting.

1. Introduction
After more than ten years of investigations, video-on-
demand (VOD) [9] has yet to succeed on the
marketplace.  This situation has a simple explanation:
VOD services are expensive to provide since their cus-
tomers can select both the videos they want to watch and
the time at which they want to watch them.  As a result,
VOD cannot compete on a price basis with cheaper, more
establi shed alternatives such as videocassette rentals and
pay-per-view television (PPV).

Most efforts aimed at reducing the cost of VOD
services have focused on reducing the bandwidth neces-

sary for distributing the top ten or twenty most popular
videos.  The savings that can be achieved are consider-
able since these so-called “hot” videos are li kely to be
responsible for over forty percent of the total demand [2,
3].  One of the most promising approaches is to schedule
repeated broadcasts of these “hot” videos rather than
waiting for individual requests.  This technique is known
as video broadcasting [9].

The simplest broadcasting protocol is staggered
broadcasting: it consists of retransmitting the same video
on several distinct channels at equal time intervals.  The
major disadvantage of this approach is the number of
channels per video required to achieve a reasonable
waiting time.  Several more eff icient protocols have also
been proposed [1, 4–8].  Some of these protocols require
fewer than four channels to guarantee a maximum
waiting time of five minutes for a two-hour video.

Even so, broadcasting protocols have two limita-
tions.  First, customers who want to watch a video may
have to wait, say, between two and fifteen minutes for the
next scheduled broadcast of the video.  Second, the most
eff icient broadcasting protocols all require set-top boxes
capable of storing as much as 55 percent of each video
being watched.  With the current state of the storage
technology, this implies that the STB must have a local
disk.

Requiring a hard drive in each STB will signifi-
cantly increase their cost.  Little relief can be expected in
the near future from the current evolution of disk tech-
nology since the base price for the cheapest hard drives
has remained very stable during the last three years.
This raises the issue of who should pay for these
upgraded STBs.  Selli ng them at their true cost is li kely
to diminish the initial customer base for VOD services.
On the other hand, distributing STB’s at a subsidized



price would increase the capital costs of providing VOD
services.  One could almost say that the net effect of
using an eff icient video broadcasting protocol is a mere
transfer of capital costs from the VOD servers to the
customer STB.

We propose a solution to this dilemma, namely, a
video broadcasting protocol that requires much lower
bandwidth than staggered broadcasting but can never-
theless accommodate diskless STBs.  To achieve these
two contradictory objectives, our protocol will work in
the following manner.  Each video to be distributed will
be allocated a fixed number of broadcasting streams.
Some of these streams will continuously rebroadcast the
video in staggered fashion. The remaining streams will
rebroadcast more frequently the first minutes of the video
for the sole use of the customers whose STB includes a
disk drive. Our protocol will t hus provide at the same
time two different services, namely, a PPV service to the
customers that have a diskless STB and a VOD service to
the customers with a disk drive in their STB.

The major motivation for our new Dual
Broadcasting protocol is that it will be much cheaper to
use a single protocol to provide both enhanced PPV and
VOD services than to use distinct protocols for the two
services.  The additional flexibilit y gained by combining
the two services will also be demonstrated by the two
extensions we will propose. Our first extension is aimed
at reducing the bandwidth requirements of the protocol.
As we will see, the continuous retransmission of the first
minutes of each video will consume an inordinate
amount of bandwidth allocated to the VOD service.  We
could save this bandwidth by requiring the STBs of the
VOD customers to snoop on the PPV streams providing
the enhanced PPV service and to store the first few min-
utes of each video.  A second extension extends the
functionalit y of the VOD service by providing rewind
and fast forward controls.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses some relevant video broadcasting
protocols.  Section 3 introduces our new protocol and
compares its bandwidth requirements to those of the
other broadcasting protocols.  Section 4 discusses two
possible extensions.  Finall y, Section 5 has our conclu-
sions.

2. Video Broadcasting Protocols

The simplest video broadcasting protocol is staggered
broadcasting [3].  It requires a fairly large number of
channels per video to achieve a reasonable waiting time.

Consider, for instance, a video that lasts two hours,
which happens to be close to the average duration of a
feature movie.  Guaranteeing a maximum waiting time of
10 minutes would require starting a new instance of the
video every 10 minutes for a total of 12 channels.

Many more eff icient protocols have been proposed.
All these protocols divide each video into segments that
are simultaneously broadcast on separate data streams.
One of these streams transmits nothing but the first seg-
ment of the video.  The other streams transmit the
remaining segments at lower bandwidths.  When cus-
tomers want to watch a video, they first wait for the
beginning of the first segment on the first stream.  While
they are watching that segment, their STB starts to
download enough data from the other streams so that it
will be able to play each segment of the video in turn.

All these protocols can be subdivided into two
groups.  Protocols in the first group are all based on
Viswanathan and Imielinski's Pyramid Broadcasting
protocol [8].  They include Aggarwal, Wolf and Yu’s
Permutation-Based Pyramid Broadcasting protocol [1]
and Hua and Sheu’s Skyscraper Broadcasting protocol
[4].  These three protocols subdivide each video j to be
broadcast into K  segments j

iS  of increasing sizes.  The
entire bandwidth dedicated to the M  videos to be broad-
cast is divided into K  logical streams of equal
bandwidth.  Each stream is allocated a set of segments to
broadcast so that stream i  will broadcast segments 1

iS to
M
iS  in turn.

While these protocols require much less bandwidth
than staggered broadcasting to guarantee the same
maximum waiting time, they cannot match the perform-
ance of the protocols based on the Harmonic
Broadcasting protocol [5, 6], which we will discuss in
more detail .

Harmonic Broadcasting (HB) divides a video into n
equally sized segments.  Each segment Si, for ni ≤≤1 ,
is broadcast repeatedly on its own data stream with a
bandwidth ib / , where b  is the consumption rate of the
video.  When customers order a video, their STB waits
for the start of an instance of S1 and then begins receiv-
ing data from every stream for the video.

The total bandwidth required to broadcast the n
segments is thus given by
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where H(n) is the nth harmonic number.



Table 1: Segment to slot mapping for Dual Broadcasting with two VOD channels

Current PPV Stream S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

First VOD Stream S3 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1

Second VOD Stream S4 S5 S6 S2 S2 S3 S2

Since the first segment is broadcast at a bandwidth
equal to the video consumption rate b, the maximum
amount of time customers will have to wait before
viewing a video is given by the duration d of that first
segment.

HB offers two major limitations.  First, it does not
always deli ver all data on time unless the client always
waits an extra slot of time before consuming data.  Hence
the true delay is two slots instead of one [6].

Several variants of HB do not impose the extra
waiting time [6].  Cautious Harmonic Broadcasting
(CHB) broadcasts the video in a similar fashion as HB.
The first stream broadcasts S1 repeatedly as HB did, but
the second stream alternates between broadcasting S2 and
S3 at bandwidth b.  Then the remaining n-3 streams
broadcast segments S4 to Sn in such a way that stream i
will t ransmit segment Si+1 at bandwidth ib/ .  Hence seg-
ments S3 to Sn are transmitted at a higher bandwidth than
in the original HB protocol.  Quasi-harmonic Broad-
casting (QHB) uses a more complex scheme but requires
almost no extra bandwidth.

A second limitation of HB and its variants is that
they require a fairly large number of independent data
streams.  Even though their total bandwidth requirements
are quite small , the mere number of these streams com-
plicates the task of the STBs and the servers.  Pagoda
Broadcasting [7] avoids this problem by broadcasting
less frequently later segments instead of lowering their
bandwidth.  For example, a segment mapping using three
streams would be:

S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1

S2 S4 S2 S5 S2 S4

S3 S6 S8 S3 S7 S9

Since the video can be partitioned into 9 segments, the
client would have to wait at most 149/120 =  minutes for
a two-hour video. This is a few minutes longer than what
QHB would allow, but it requires the client to manage
fewer streams. More generall y, Pagoda Broadcasting can
broadcast 4(5k–1) – 1 distinct segments with 2k streams
and 2(5k) – 1 segments with 2k+1 streams.  The maxi-
mum waiting time for a video of duration D broadcast
over n streams is thus given by

d = D / [2×5 ((n–1)/2)]

for n odd, and

d = D / [4×5 ((n–2) / 2)]

for n even.

3. The Dual Broadcasting Protocol

Developing a protocol that can handle clients with and
without local storage is trivial; simply dividing the VOD
server's available bandwidth between staggered broad-
casting and one of the other protocols from the previous
section would work.  The problem is that naively
combining two protocols in this way means the protocols
might duplicate work and thus waste bandwidth.  The
Dual Broadcasting protocol allows clients with local
storage to use bandwidth allocated for users without local
storage, and so no such duplication takes place.

The Dual Broadcasting protocol works as follows.
For each video to be broadcast k data streams are set
aside for clients without local storage (PPV streams) and
l streams are set aside for clients with local storage (VOD
streams).  The PPV streams use staggered broadcasting;
that is, if the duration of the video is D, then a new
instance of the video is started every kD /  minutes and
the maximum delay for a client using these streams is

kDdPPV /= .



Table 2: Segment to slot mapping for Dual Broadcasting with three VOD channels.
The dash (“–” ) denotes an empty slot.

Current PPV Stream S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17

1st VOD Stream S2 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1 S1

2nd VOD Stream S3 S4 S7 S2 S14 S2 S8 S2 S16 S2 S6 S2 S7 S2 S3 S2 S6

3rd VOD Stream S10 S5 S11 S12 S13 S3 S15 S4 S3 S5 S4 S3 – S5 S4 S8 S9

For clients with local storage, the Dual Broadcast-
ing protocol uses a strategy similar to Pagoda
Broadcasting, but since the clients can always receive at
least PPVdD − minutes of the video from a PPV stream,
only the first PPVd  minutes of the video needs to be
broken up into segments.  If there are nVOD segments, S1

to 
VODnS , then the maximum delay for a client using the

l VOD streams is

VODVOD

PPV
VOD kn

D

n

d
d ==

If the same amount of bandwidth were used without
considering the PPV streams, the delay would be

VODnD /  or k times greater than VODd .

Define a slot as the time interval it takes to transmit
one segment.  Observe that each PPV stream broadcasts

segments 1S  to 
VODnS  in order every D time units.

Collectively, the k PPV segments repeat these segments
every dPPV time units, that is, every nVOD slots.  The
Dual Broadcasting protocol will t ake advantage of these
broadcasts to reduce the number of times each of these
segments will be repeated in the VOD streams.  Hence
we will use these segments when mapping segments to
slots in the VOD streams.  Consider, for example, the
very simple case when there is only one VOD stream
( 1=l ).  Then, for each block of PPVd  minutes, we have

Current PPV Stream S1 S2 S3

VOD Stream S2 S1 S1

and nVOD = 3.  Segment S1 is repeated in every slot,
segment S2 is repeated at least every two slots and seg-
ment S3 is repeated every three slots.  Adding to the k
PPV streams a single VOD stream will t hus reduce the
maximum waiting time for the VOD clients dVOD to one
third of the maximum waiting time for the PPV clients.
This is much better than what we could have achieved

using a separate VOD broadcasting protocol because no
VOD broadcasting protocol with one stream can
achieve a maximum delay less than the duration of the
video D without using more than b units of bandwidth.

The same approach can be followed with more than
one VOD stream.  Two VOD streams would allow us to
partition the dPPV first minutes of the video into 7 seg-
ments using the segment to stream mapping of Table 1.
This reduces the maximum waiting time for the VOD
clients dVOD to one seventh of the maximum waiting
time for the PPV clients.  Here too we can observe that
segment Si for i = 1, …, 7 is repeated at least once every
i slots.

Adding a third VOD stream would allow us to par-
tition the dPPV first minutes of the video into 17
segments using the segment to stream mapping repre-
sented in Table 2

One may wonder at this stage what is the maximum
number of segments that can be packed in the PPV
streams and, say, l VOD streams.  To derive an upper
bound for this quantity, let us observe that the PPV
streams and l VOD streams give us l+1 streams to map
our nVOD segments into.  As we observed before, each
segment Si for i = 1, …, nVOD must be repeated at least
once every i slots.  Since we want the mapping to repeat
itself without alterations, this means that each group of
nVOD consecutive slots should contain at least
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copies of segment Si.  Since there is a total of (l+1)nVOD

slots available, each segment to stream mapping must
satisfy the inequalit y
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Figure 1: Bandwidth requirements of the Dual Broadcasting protocol for various numbers of PPV streams.

The above inequalit y correctly predicts that the
maximum number of segments that can be broadcast
using the PPV streams and one VOD stream is 3 since
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On the other hand, it predicts that 8 segments could be
broadcast using the PPV streams and two VOD streams
while no such mapping exists.

Figure 1 shows the bandwidth versus client waiting
time curves for Cautious Harmonic Broadcasting
(CHB), Pagoda Broadcasting, Skyscraper Broadcasting
and our Dual Broadcasting protocol (DB) with between
one and four PPV streams.  To eliminate the factor D
representing the duration of the video, the maximum
waiting times on the x-axis are expressed as percentages
of the video lengths.  All bandwidths are expressed in
multiples of the video consumption rate b.

As one can see on Figure 1, the bandwidth
requirements of our Dual Broadcasting protocol remain
very close to those of the CHB and Pagoda Broadcasting
protocols as long as the number of PPV streams k
remains less than three.  Larger values of k reduce the
maximum waiting time for the customers of the PPV
service but increase the total cost of the service.  Even
then the protocol remains competiti ve with Skyscraper
Broadcasting, which is known to be the best of all
Pyramid-based broadcasting protocols.

One last factor of the performance of a VOD broad-
casting protocol is its maximum disk storage

requirements.  Most protocols require enough free space
on the STB disk drive to store between 40 and 60 per-
cent of the total duration of each video.  Our Dual
Broadcasting protocol will require less free space as we
will never have to store more than the first dPPV minutes
of the video.  Increasing the number k of PPV streams
above four could make it feasible to replace the STB
hard drive by a suff iciently large random-access
memory in some not too distant future.

4. Possible Extensions

To ill ustrate the additional flexibilit y gained by com-
bining the two services, we sketch two possible
extensions to our Dual Broadcasting protocol.  Our first
extension is aimed at reducing the bandwidth require-
ments of the protocol by requiring the STBs of the VOD
customers to snoop on the PPV streams and preload
from them the first segment of each video being broad-
cast.  A second extension extends the functionalit y of
the VOD service by providing reverse and fast forward
controls.

4.1 Reducing bandwidth consumption through
snooping

Looking back at all three segment to stream mappings
in the previous section, one can see that one of the l
VOD streams is almost entirely dedicated to the con-
tinuous retransmission of the first segment of the



Table 3: Segment to slot mapping for Dual Broadcasting with snooping and one VOD channel.

Current PPV Stream S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

VOD Stream S3 S4 S5 S2 S3 S2

video. Hence eliminating the need to retransmit this
first segment would save us an entire data stream, that
is, b units of bandwidth.  One way to achieve this goal
would be to let the STBs of the VOD customers snoop
on the PPV streams and preload from them the first
segment of each video.  The scheme would require extra
space on the STB disk drives and a tighter coordination
between the customer STBs and the service providers.
It would work better if these service providers broadcast
the top five to ten “hot” videos rather than a much
wider range of videos.

Having eliminated the need to dedicate a data
stream to the continuous rebroadcasting of segment S1,
one single VOD stream would allow us to partition the
dPPV first minutes of the video into 6 segments using the
segment to stream mapping represented on Table 3.  As
a result, the maximum waiting time for the VOD clients
dVOD is reduced to one sixth of the maximum waiting
time for the PPV clients.  Similarly, two VOD streams
would allow us to partition the dPPV first minutes of the
video into 16 segments using the segment to stream
mapping of Table 4.

4.2 Providing VCR-like controls

A common limitation of nearly all VOD broadcasting
protocols is that they require the viewers to watch each
video in sequence as in a theater.  They do not provide
controls allowing the viewers to move fast forward or
backward as when watching a videocassette on a VCR.
The only exception to this rule is staggered broadcast-
ing, which can allow viewers to jump backward and
forward but only from one data stream to another.

Implementing “fast reverse,” that is, the equivalent
of a VCR rewind control only requires additional stor-
age space on the STB disk drive to keep the portions of
the video that have been already viewed rather than
discarding them.  The evolution of technology favors
this solution as disk drive capacities have been doubling
every year for the last three years.  Implementing fast
forward is more diff icult as it would allow the viewers
to access any part of the video in a nearly random fash-

ion and destroy all the assumptions on which eff icient
VOD broadcasting protocols are built .  The situation is
different for our Dual Broadcasting protocol thanks to
the existence of the k PPV streams.  If there are enough
of these streams, any jump forward would leave the
viewer not too far from what is being currently
broadcast on one of these streams and the missing
information will be on the average equal to one half of
the staggering interval dPPV.  Assuming that not too
many viewers may want to use this new fast forward
feature, we could send the missing information on
demand to the customer STB.

5. Conclusions

One of the main reasons explaining the failure of video-
on-demand (VOD) services in the marketplace is the
high cost of providing these services.  Most efforts
aimed at reducing these costs have focussed on reducing
the cost of distributing the top ten to twenty videos by
broadcasting them in a periodic fashion rather than
waiting for individual requests.  Unfortunately, nearly
all existing VOD broadcasting protocols require client
set-top boxes (STB) to include enough local storage to
store up to 55 percent of each video being viewed.

We have presented a novel VOD broadcasting pro-
tocol that does not make that demand.  Our Dual
Broadcasting protocol can accommodate clients who do
not have any storage device in their STB while provid-
ing a much lower maximum waiting time to customers
whose STB includes a disk drive.  Despite this addi-
tional flexibilit y, the bandwidth requirements of our
new protocol remain comparable to that of Cautious
Harmonic Broadcasting and Pagoda Broadcasting, two
of the best VOD broadcasting protocols.

We have also presented two possible extensions to
our Dual Broadcasting protocol. Our first extension is
aimed at reducing the bandwidth requirements of the
protocol by letting the STBs that include a disk drive
preload the first few minutes of each video.  A second
extension extends the functionalit y of the VOD service
by providing move backward and fast forward controls.



Table 4: Segment to slot mapping for Dual Broadcasting with snooping and two VOD channels.

Current PPV Stream S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16

1st VOD Stream S6 S9 S4 S2 S10 S2 S12 S2 S14 S2 S6 S2 S15 S2 S4 S2

2nd VOD Stream S10 S3 S5 S7 S11 S3 S13 S4 S3 S5 S4 S3 S7 S5 S3 S8
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